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The Concept of Evil explores comphcated questions regarding moral evil. 
The term "evil" is used widely in ordinary language and yet philosophers have 
disagreed on what, if anything, distinguishes an evil act from a wrong act or an 
evil person from a bad one. Is "evil" a distinct and important moral category? 
Which agents and acts can and should be classified as "evil"? In which areas of 
practice does evil arise? These questions indicate three essential categories that 
belong to a thorough analysis of the concept of evil: meta-evil, the nature of 
evil, and applied evil. The articles presented in this volume provide insight into 
these categories. The essays by David McNaughton and Eve Garrard and by 
Allan Hazlett investigate whether "evil" is a unique moral category. The essays 
by Claudia Card on surviving mass atrocities, Laurence Thomas on evil and self-
deception, Luke Russell on evil and incomprehensibility, and Geoffrey Scarre on 
collectivities and evil each present an argument concerning the nature of evil acts 
and/or agents. The remaining essays focus on evil in particular areas of human 
practice and interaction: Leo Zaibert on evil and punishment. Bat-Ami Bar On 
on evil and politics, Knut Berner on evil and architecture, Samantha Vice on evil, 
beauty, mourning, and commemoration, and Michael J. Almeida on the religious 
problem of evil. 


